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Abstract
We consider the problem of dynamic selfreconfiguration in a modular self-reconfigurable
robot (MSR). Previous MSR self-reconfiguration
approaches search for new configurations only within
the modules of the MSR that needs reconfiguration. In
contrast, we describe a technique where an MSR that
needs to reconfigure communicates with other MSRs in
its vicinity to determine if modules can be shared from
other MSRs, and then determines the best possible
configuration among the combined set of modules.
We model the MSR self-reconfiguration problem
as a coalition structure generation problem within a
coalition game theoretic framework. We formulate the
coalition structure generation problem as a planning
problem in the presence of uncertainty and propose
an MDP-based algorithm to solve it. We have implemented our algorithm within an MSR called ModRED
that is simulated on the Webots simulation platform.
Our results show that using our self-reconfiguration
algorithm, when an MSR needs to reconfigure, a new
configuration that is within 5 − 7% of the globally
optimal configuration can be determined. We have also
shown that our algorithm performs comparably with
another existing algorithm for determining optimal
coalition structure.1

Introduction
Over the past few years, modular self-reconfigurable robots
(MSRs) have emerged as an important research direction in
robotic systems (Yim and et al. 2007). MSRs are made up
of functionally simple modules that are capable of working
together. On its own, each module is capable of performing very limited operations, but when connected with other
modules, they can adapt their shape to accomplish complex
tasks. In spite of their simple and inexpensive construction,
and easy maneuverability, a principal challenge in MSRs is
to solve the self-reconfiguration problem — how to adapt
their shape autonomously so that they can change tasks or
continue their operation after encountering obstacles or occlusions that impede their movement. This problem is challenging because a fixed set of rules does not work for all
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situations. An MSR needs to perceive its current environment to determine how many modules to connect together,
and the configuration or shape those modules should get
into, so that the MSR can perform its assigned task most
efficiently. In this paper, we have addressed the MSR selfreconfiguration problem by modeling it as a coalition structure generation problem in coalition game theory. Coalition
games are suitable for the MSR self-reconfiguration problem because the solution found by a coalition game ensures
stability — once the best partition or coalition of agents,
corresponding to the best configuration of MSRs has been
found, the MSR modules that have been determined to form
the new configuration will remain together and will not try
to leave the new configuration and attempt to combine with
other modules. However, there are several research challenges that need to be addressed while using coalition game
theory for MSR self-reconfiguration. First, in coalition game
theory, the assimilation of agents into teams and the communication between agents is assumed to be free of cost.
However, for MSRs, modules incur “cost” by expending energy to communicate with each other and physically move
to each other’s proximity to dock with each other. Secondly,
in coalition games, the values or utilities the agents calculate
for determining how much they benefit by participating in a
coalition is assumed to be free from uncertainty. In contrast,
in MSRs, due to the presence of noise in the robot’s sensor readings and due to limited sensor ranges, the value of
a coalition is not 100% certain. To address these problems,
in this paper we describe a novel technique that combines
coalition game theory with planning under uncertainty using
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs). To illustrate the operation of our MSR we have used the domain of robotic exploration of initially unknown environments. Our experimental results show that coalition game theory-based algorithms
can be successfully used to dynamically self-reconfigure an
MSR called ModRED into different configurations. We have
compared our results while using three different pruning
heuristics for our algorithm and shown that MSR modules
using our techniques to self-reconfigure receive 2 − 10%
more reward as compared to MSR modules using a previously existing algorithm for reconfiguring. To the best of our
knowledge, this is one of the first works that combines coalition game theory and planning under uncertainty to address
the problem of self-reconfiguration in MSRs.

Related Work
Modular self-reconfigurable robots (MSRs) are a type of
self-reconfigurable robots that are composed of identical
modules. These modules can change their connections with
each other to manifest different shapes of the MSR and select a shape that enables the MSR to perform its assigned
task efficiently (Castano, Shen, and Will 2000; Stoy, Brandt,
and Christensen 2010). An excellent overview of the stateof-the-art MSRs and related techniques is given in (Yim and
et al. 2007). Out of the three types of MSRs — chain, lattice and hybrid - we have used a chain-type MSR to illustrate the experiments in this paper although our techniques
could be used for other types too. The self-reconfiguration
problem in MSRs has been solved using search-based (Butler, Brynes, and Rus 2001; Chirikjian, Pamecha, and EbertUpfhoff 1996) and control-based techniques (Rosa et al.
2006). However, both these techniques require the initial
and goal configuration to be determined before the reconfiguration process starts. A third technique called task-based
reconfiguration has recently shown considerable success
(Kamimura et al. 2008). Here the goal configuration of an
MSR doing reconfiguration is not determined a priori, but is
determined as the configuration that helps the MSR perform
its task efficiently. We have used such a task-based reconfiguration technique where the configuration that an MSR
will get into after reconfiguring is determined as the configuration that gives the MSR its highest expected efficiency
in performing its intended task. The specific reconfiguration
procedure used by the MSR uses a multi-agent, coalition
game theory based technique called coalition structure generation.
Coalition game theory gives a set of techniques that can
be used by a group of agents to form teams or coalitions
with each other (Myerson 1997). A coalition can be loosely
defined as a set of agents that remain together with the intention of cooperating with each other, possibly to perform
a task. In terms of MSRs a coalition represents a set of
MSR-modules that are connected together while performing
a certain task. Within coalition games, the coalition structure
generation problem that deals with partitioning the agents
into disjoint and exhaustive sets called coalitions has received significant attention. This problem is NP-complete,
and Sandholm (Sandholm et al. 1999) and Rahwan (Rahwan 2007) have proposed anytime algorithms to find nearoptimal solutions. However, none of these techniques incorporate uncertainty in the values of nodes of the coalition
structures. In contrast, while modeling MSR reconfiguration as a coalition structure generation problem, it makes
sense to incorporate uncertainty in the value of the combinations of MSR modules due to sensor noise and limited sensor
ranges. To do model the uncertainty in the coalition structure
generation problem, we propose using a Markov Decision
Process (MDP)- a mathematical model for representing uncertainty in planning problems by assigning probabilities to
transitions between states (Puterman 1995). Complimentary
to our research, Chalkiadakis (Chalkiadakis 2007) has proposed a technique to model uncertainty in coalition games.
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Figure 1: (a) CAD figure of a single module of the ModRED
robot. (b) A simulated version of ModRED inside Webots.
(c) Major components of the ModRED robot.

ModRED: A Novel 4-DOF Modular Robot
We have used an MSR called ModRED (Modular Robot
for Exploration and Discovery) (Chu, Hossain, and Nelson 2011) that is currently being developed by us, for implementing and testing the techniques in this paper. Unlike
most other MSRs, ModRED has a novel 4-th rotational DOF
that allows each module to rotate along its long axis, as
shown in Figure 1(a). The additional rotational DOF enables
ModRED to rotate sideways and possibly maneuver itself
out of tight spaces. A picture of the ModRED robot, its simulated version within Webots and its major components are
shown in Figure 1. For the simulated version of each module, we have used a GPS node that gives global coordinates
on each robot2, an accelerometer to determine the alignment
of the robot with the ground, in addition to the IR sensors
and Zigbee modules in the physical robot. The movement
of ModRED in fixed configuration is enabled through gait
tables (Stoy, Brandt, and Christensen 2010). Each gait table
applies to a specific movement of the robot in a specific configuration. The contents of the gait table give the sequence
of movements of the different joints of the robot to achieve
the desired motion. Videos showing the movement of the
ModRED robot in different configurations using gait tables
are available at http://cmantic.unomaha.edu/modred. While
moving in a fixed configuration, if ModRED’s motion gets
impeded by an obstacle or an occlusion in its path, it needs to
reconfigure into a new configuration so that it can continue
its movement efficiently. In the next section, we formalize
the MSR self-reconfiguration problem and then provide a
coalition game-based algorithm to solve it in the presence of
uncertainty.

Dynamic Self-Reconfiguration in MSRs
Let A be the set of modules or agents that have been deployed in the environment. The set of MSRs at time t, {Ati },
is defined as a set of exhaustive and disjoint partitions of A,
i.e., ∪i Ati = A. The ith MSR at time t is given by a set of
2
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ordered modules
or agents, i.e.,
Ati = {ati,1 , ati,2 , ati,3 , ..., ai,|Ati | }

(1)

Using this definition, when Ati is a singleton, it represents a
single module that is not coupled with any other modules.
Let C denote a finite set of configuration types for an
MSR (e.g, chain, ring, tree, etc.), S ∈ Z denote the set of
sizes of the MSR . Taken together C ×S denotes the space of
configurations that an MSR can take. For an MSR Ai 3 , with
size | Ai |, the configuration function, conf (Ai ) = (c, s)
where c ∈ C and 1 < s <=| Ai | gives the set of possible
configurations. Let Θ denote a finite set of task types that an
MSR can perform. The efficiency with which a certain MSR
performs its task is characterized by its configuration, its size
and the type of task it is trying to perform. The efficiency is
captured by an efficiency function, E : C ×S ×Θ → R. The
exact value of the efficiency function is dependent on the
task type. For example, for a robotic exploration task this efficiency can be determined from attributes that consider the
area of the region covered by the MSR, the time required to
cover the region, the number of movements of the MSR’s actuators and the energy spent in moving the MSR, the number
of failed movements of the actuators, etc. While performing
task θ ∈ Θ in configuration (c, s), an MSR records the efficiency of performing the task at intervals of T timesteps
and maintains an average value of the efficiency Ē(c, s, θ),
within a hash map HE : C × S × θ → Ē. These average
efficiency values from the hash map are used later on in the
self-reconfiguration calculations.
An MSR moving in a configuration (cold , sold ) needs to
reconfigure when the avearage efficiency for doing its task θ
falls below a certain thresold Ethreshold . This situation can
happen, for example, when the MSR gets stuck at an obstacle while navigating during an exploration task. The MSR
then needs to determine a new configuration (cnew , snew )
to see if the average efficiency of performing its intended
task θ in the new configuration improves to a value above
the threshold Ethreshold . To do this the MSR considers the
average efficiency that it is likely to receive in the new configuration from its hash map, HE (cnew , snew , θ), as well
as the cost required to do the reconfiguration. We parameterize the reconfiguration cost in the following manner. Let
cost(Aα , Aβ ) denote the cost that will be incurred to couple
MSRs Aα and Aβ with each other. If these two MSRs are
already part of the same MSR, this cost is 0. Otherwise, this
cost is given by the sum of the costs of undocking the appropriate modules in Aα and Aβ respectively from their current
MSRs, the cost of one of the MSRs, say Aβ , moving to the
vicinity of the other module Aα and the cost of aligning and
docking the two MSRs, as described below:

cost(Aα , Aβ ) =











0, if Aα ,Aβ ∈Ak
costU ndock (Aα )

+ costU ndock (Aβ )
+ costCrawl (Aβ ,loc(Aα ))
+ costAlignAndDock (Aα ,Aβ ), otherwise
(2)
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Figure 2: Coalition Structure graph with 4 agents, when
there is no uncertainty in the agents’ actions.
Let Ai denote an MSR that needs to reconfigure. Before starting the reconfiguration, Ai determines via requestresponse protocol if there are othera MSRs that are within
its communication range and could participate in Ai ’s reconfiguration by potentially providing some of their modules to Ai to form its new configuration. We call the
set of MSRs pariticipating in the reconfiguration of MSR
Ai , including Ai itself, as Ai ’s reconfiguration participation set (RPS), i.e., if there are n − 1 other MSRs responding to Ai ’s request to reconfigure, then RP S(Ai ) =
{A1 , A2 , ....Ai−1 , Ai , Ai+1 , ....An }, (the numbering of the
MSRs is arbitrary).
Within this framework, we define the MSR selfreconfiguration problem as the following: Let Ai be an MSR
that needs to reconfigure and RP S(Ai ) be its corresponding
RPS. Recall that each Aj ∈ RP S is an ordered set of modules, Aj = {aj,1 , aj,2 ....} as given by Equation 1.
Definition. Modular Self Reconfiguration. Find a new
partition of the modules among the members of RP S(Ai ),
given by A′1 , A′2 .....A′n such that


n′
X
X
Ē(conf (A′i ), θ) −
cost(Aα , Aβ ) (3)
i=1

Aα ,Aβ ∈A′i

is maximized. This condition ensures that the new partition
among the modules in RP S(Ai ) get the highest expected
efficiency while incurring the least cost to reconfigure.

Coalition Game for MSR Self-Reconfiguration
We propose a novel coalition game based approach to address the MSR self-reconfiguration problem. Each module
of the MSR is provided with a software agent that performs
calculations related to the coalition game based algorithm
to solve the modular self reconfiguration problem. We have
used a popular representation of coalition games called
characteristic function games (CFG) (Myerson 1997). A
CFG is defined by a pair of attributes (N, v), where N is
the set of agents, and v : 2N → R is called a characteristic
function or value function. v gives a real number called the
value or worth for each possible subset or coalition S of
the set of N agents. Recall that for N agents, the number
of possible subsets or coalitions S ⊆ N is given by size of
the power set of N minus the null set, i.e., | S |= 2N − 1.

A coalition structure is an enumeration of the partitions S
of N such that every agent appears exactly once in one of
the partitions. For a set of N agents, let CSN denote the set
of coalition structures. For example, with N = 3, CS3 =
({1}{2}{3}, {1}{2, 3}, {2}{1, 3}, {3}{1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}).
CSN can be enumerated recursively as a coalition structure graph (CSG), as shown in Figure 2. Each coalition
structure CSN,i ∈ CSN appears as a node in the CSG.
Nodes are organized into levels, and a node at level l − 1
can be generated recursively by combining pairwise the
members from disjoint partitions, for each node in level
l. Each coalition structure CSN,i is associated with a
value V (CSN,i ) that is usually calculated by adding the
values of each coalition
P within the coalition structure,
i.e., V (CSN,i ) =
S∈CSN,i ,S⊆N v(S). For example,
with 4 agents, for the coalition structure {1, 2}{3}{4},
V ({1, 2}{3}{4}) = v({1, 2}) + v(3) + v(4). For the
context of MSR reconfiguration, an agent i corresponds
to a single MSR-module ai , a coalition S corresponds to
an MSR Ai , while a coalition structure corresponds to a
set of MSRs. The value of a coalition
v(S) is given by
P
v(S) = Ē(conf (A′i ), θ) −
Aα ,Aβ ∈A′i cost(Aα , Aβ ),
as given in Equation 3. Using this correspondence, to
solve the MSR self-reconfiguration problem given in
Definition 1, we have to find the coalition structure in the
CSG that corresponds to the maximum value, i.e., find
CS ∗ = arg maxCSN,i V (CSN,i ).

MDP-based uncertainty model for MSR
Reconfiguration Cost
The components of the reconfiguration cost given in Equation 2, comprising the undocking and docking costs of modules, are dependent on the construction of the modules and
can be estimated as a constant with a certain variance. In
contrast, costCrawl in Equation 2 corresponds to the cost
incurred by a module to move from an initial to a goal location. This cost is uncertain and cannot be calculated a priori. It depends on the environment features (e.g., ridges or
chasms that are difficult to maneuver) in the region between
the two modules. These features might not be possible to
detect by the modules at the time of their decision-making
to move close to each other to connect, due to their limited
sensor range. Additionally, localization noise in determining
the position of the MSR modules planning to connect together can contribute to uncertainty in calculating the value
of costCrawl . This situation corresponds to a path planning
problem in the presence of uncertainty, for the two modules
trying to move to each other’s vicinity. In the coalition game
model of the reconfiguration problem, each possible partition of RP S(Ai ) corresponds to a coalition structure, i.e., a
node in the CSG. And the uncertainty in the cost incurred by
two MSRs in connecting with each other implies that there
is uncertainty in the value of each node in the CSG. Following uncertainty models in game theory (Myerson 1997), we
have modeled this uncertainty in a CSG node’s value by allowing each node to have different types. Each node’s type
is drawn from a finite set of types Φ = {sub-additive, additive, super-additive} and the distribution of types is given by
f (φ). The value function with types Vφ is defined as below:

(

V (CSN,i )(1 − f (φ)), if φ=sub-additive
V (CSN,i ), if φ=additive
V (CSN,i )(1 + f (φ)), if φ=super-additive
(4)
Generating and Pruning the Coalition Structure
Graph. To generate the CSG we start with the node at level
n (top of the graph), where each agent is a singleton. At each
node, we generate three values corresponding to the subadditive, additive and super-additive types. From each node
at level l, children nodes at level l − 1 are generated recursively by pairwise merging of the sets. To keep the number
of nodes in the CSG from becoming exponential, we have
used three strategies to prune the CSG nodes while generating the nodes from level l in level l − 1: Strategy 1.: At level
l − 1, keep the child with the highest additive node value
and the two children with the two lowest additive node values. Strategy 2: At level l − 1, keep three children with the
highest, median and lowest additive node values, Strategy 3:
At level l − 1, keep three randomly chosen children nodes.
In the first two strategies, we retain the child with the highest node value because it will be selected at level l − 1 while
searching for the optimal coalition structure node. However,
the highest valued node at level l − 1 might not lead to the
optimal valued node for the entire CSG. In fact, lower valued nodes from level l − 1 might lead to the optimal node
that is at a lower level. To account for this, we select two
additional nodes in each of our pruning strategies.
dN
Determining Optimal Policy in Pruned CSG. Let CS
denote the set of nodes in a CSG CSN after it has been
pruned. After the CSG has been pruned, our objective is to
dN
traverse this pruned CSG and find the node CS ∗ ∈ CS
that has the optimal value. However, finding the optimal valued node is not straightforward because each node can take
three values corresponding to its three types. The realization of the type of a node happens at runtime, and, therefore,
there is no guarantee that the optimal node will be reached
if a fixed path towards it, from an initial state is followed.
Instead, in our scenario, we have to find a policy that gives
a suggested next node to visit for each node in the pruned
CSG. We do this by modeling the pruned CSG as an MDP
=< St, Ac, T r, R >. The nodes of the pruned CSG cordN ,
respond to the state space of the MDP, i.e., St = CS
while an action in the MDP, ac ∈ Ac transitions the search
ac
from from one node in the CSG to another, i.e., s −→ s′
′
where s, s ∈ St. The transition probability T r is given by
T r(s′ , ac, s) = P r(s′ | s, ac) = f (φ), where the type of s′
is φ and s, s′ ∈ St, ac ∈ Ac. Finally, the reward in a state
s ∈ St is given by R(s) = Vφ (CSN,i , φ), where state s
in the MDP corresponds to the CSG node CSN,i . The optimal policy π ∗ is determined by solving the Bellman equation
corresponding to value iteration in the MDP:
Vφ (CSN,i , φ) =

U ′ (CSN,i ) = R(CSN,i ) + γ(maxj∈m U (CSN,j ))
where γ is a discount factor, and m is the set of all neighbor
nodes of node i in the CSG. When we conclude the value
iteration, each node has a corresponding utility value U’ with
it.

Figure 3: Controller for the ModRED for maneuvering in
fixed configuration and self-reconfiguring using coalition
game theory and MDP-based algorithm.
The final step in finding the optimal node in the CSG is
to traverse the CSG using the policy π ∗ determined by the
MDP’s value iteration. We begin the CSG traversal by starting at a CSG node that corresponds to the current configurations of the MSRs given in RP S(Ai ). For example, if
RP S(Ai ) = {A1 , A2 }, where A1 needs to reconfigure and
A1 = {a1,1 , a1,2 } and A2 = {a2,1 , a2,2 }, then we start with
the CSG node ({1, 2} {3, 4}) corresponding to the current
configuration of the MSRs. At each node, we select the next
node to visit as given by the policy. The node’s value Vφ
is recorded if it is the highest value, max, seen among the
nodes visited thus far. We continue traversing the graph until either all nodes of the graph have been traversed or we
haven’t seen a node that has a value greater than max among
the last k nodes. The coalition structure node that has the
maximum value max when the traversal terminates, is returned as the optimal coalition structure node. The solution
to the self-reconfiguration problem is given by the MSR configurations corresponding to this node’s coalition structure.
Figure 3 shows an abstract view of the controller used to
integrate the coalition game-based self-reconfiguration technique with the conventional gait table-based maneuver of the
MSR. When an MSR Ai has to perform tasks like navigation, it uses the gait table corresponding to its configuration
to maneuver itself. However, if this operation fails because
of getting impeded by an obstacle or occlusion, Ai first determines the reconfiguration participation set RP S(Ai ) by
communicating with nearby MSRs. It then runs the coalition game and MDP-based algorithm to determine the best
configuration. Finally, the modules required to connect with
each other to realize the best configuration move to each
other’s vicinity and dock with each other.

Figure 4: Sequence of movements of four single module MSRs determining the best configuration and getting
into two two-module chain configurations.Video available
at http://cmantic.unomaha.edu/modred
has a set of all the coalitions that should be formed. For
each resulting MSR a leader module is selected by the
in-charge module to coordinate the docking between the
other modules in its MSR. As can be seen from the images,
in this instance the best coalition structure consisted of
two chains of modules each containing two modules. The
modules oriented themselves properly and were able to
form two chains.

Figure 5: Average time to compute the CSG

Experimental Results
We have tested our coalition game based selfreconfiguration algorithm on the simulated version of
ModRED within Webots. Screen captures from a selfreconfiguration scenario done by 4 modules is shown in
Figure 4. We begin by placing a group of 4 single module
ModRED MSRs oriented in different directions within a
simulated environment. One of the modules is identified
randomly as an in-charge module that runs our algorithm
for optimal coalition structure generation under uncertainty.
When the algorithm is complete, the module in charge

Figure 6: Average number of nodes in the CSG
For comparison of our approach, we have implemented
Sandholm’s optimal coalition structure generation algorithm
(Sandholm et al. 1999). In this algorithm, we search only
the two bottommost levels of a CSG and return the node
with the highest value found within those two layers as the
coalition structure corresponding to the solution of the MSR

self-reconfiguration problem. All results were averaged over
10 simulation runs.
For our first set of experiments, we determined the time
required to generate the CSG. Figure 5 shows the average
time required to generate the CSG for different numbers
of agents while using no pruning, median pruning (pruning strategy 2 above) and Sandholm’s technique. The average number of nodes generated for the three different techniques are shown in Figure 6. We observe that Sandholm’s
technique takes the least time to construct the CSG and
also generates the least number of nodes because it confines
its search only to the two bottommost levels of the CSG.
However, the difference in the number of nodes generated
between our pruning strategy and Sandholm’s technique is
nominal.

because the nodes with the best values that are closer to
the global optimal value might be omitted due to the random selection strategy. For our final set of experiments, we
show the average optimal reward values received by each
strategy. As expected, the reward values with the full CSG
are highest. However, our first two pruning strategies perform comparably with only about 5% decrease in the reward
value, owing to their ability of retaining some nodes at every
level of the CSG. The third pruning strategy and Sandholm’s
technique get rewards that are about 7.5% below the first
two pruning strategies because of their random selection of
nodes and retaining limited number of nodes in the CSG.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we developed a coalition game theory based
algorithm for MSR self-reconfiguration and validated it to
work on a simulated MSR called ModRED. There are several future directions we are investigating including the investigation and refinement of distributed models of planning under uncertainty, simulating simulate exploration and
coverage-like tasks using our algorithms on realistic terrains.
and implementing the algorithms proposed in this paper on
the hardware of the ModRED robot.
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